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Evaluating statistical trends in high-dimensional phenotypes poses challenges for comparative biologists, because the high-

dimensionality of the trait data relative to the number of species can prohibit parametric tests from being computed. Recently,

two comparative methods were proposed to circumvent this difficulty. One obtains phylogenetic independent contrasts for all

variables, and statistically evaluates the linear model by permuting the phylogenetically independent contrasts (PICs) of the re-

sponse data. The other uses a distance-based approach to obtain coefficients for generalized least squares models (D-PGLS), and

subsequently permutes the original data to evaluate the model effects. Here, we show that permuting PICs is not equivalent to

permuting the data prior to the analyses as in D-PGLS. We further explain why PICs are not the correct exchangeable units under

the null hypothesis, and demonstrate that this misspecification of permutable units leads to inflated type I error rates of statistical

tests. We then show that simply shuffling the original data and recalculating the independent contrasts with each iteration yields

significance levels that correspond to those found using D-PGLS. Thus, while summary statistics from methods based on PICs and

PGLS are the same, permuting PICs can lead to strikingly different inferential outcomes with respect to statistical and biological

inferences.

KEY WORDS: Geometric morphometrics, phylogenetic comparative method, phylogenetic generalized least squares, phyloge-

netic independent contrasts.

The rapidly growing field of phylogenetic comparative biology

provides a suite of analytical tools that enable the examination of

trait evolution in a phylogenetic context, accounting for the non-

independence of species traits due to shared evolutionary history

(e.g., Felsenstein 1985; Grafen 1989; Hansen 1997; Garland and

Ives 2000; Blomberg et al. 2003; O’Meara et al. 2006; Thomas

et al. 2006; Revell and Collar 2009; Beaulieu et al. 2012). Sem-

inal articles in this field (Felsenstein 1985; Harvey and Pagel

1991; Felsenstein 2004) focused on univariate traits, and thus

macroevolutionary analyses of traits treated individually (or a few

traits treated simultaneously) tend to dominate the literature (e.g.,

Garland et al. 1992; Ackerly and Donoghue 1998; Harmon

et al. 2010; Mahler et al. 2010; Price et al. 2010; Valenzuela

and Adams 2011; but see Rüber and Adams 2001; McPeek

et al. 2008; Blankers et al. 2012). However, in the field of ge-

ometric morphometrics (GM; Bookstein 1991; Mitteroecker and

Gunz 2009; Adams et al. 2013), an increasing number of stud-

ies have examined patterns of (multivariate) shape variation in

a phylogenetic context (e.g., Rüber and Adams 2001; Bastir

et al. 2010; Piras et al. 2010, 2013; Monteiro and Nogueira 2011;

Klingenberg and Marugán-Lobón 2013; Monteiro 2013; Outo-

muro et al. 2013a,b; Polly et al. 2013; Sherratt et al. 2014).

Because of the typical large number of shape variables in GM

studies—which necessitates many observations in order for para-

metric multivariate analyses to have analytical solutions—many

such studies rely on large phylogenies.
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As a consequence, considerable effort has been devoted for

developing nonparametric methods that merge components of

the phylogenetic comparative toolkit with analytical tools for

evaluating patterns in “high-dimensional” data, such as shape

data, in which the number of shape variables can exceed the num-

ber of taxa examined (Klingenberg and Gidaszewski 2010; Klin-

genberg and Marugán-Lobón 2013; Adams 2014a,b,c; Adams

and Felice 2014). For methods investigating the covariation of

shape with other variables (i.e., phylogenetic regression), two

approaches have been proposed to circumvent this large variable-

to-small sample size challenge. One method (Klingenberg and

Marugán-Lobón 2013) estimates the n − 1 phylogenetically

independent contrasts (PICs) from every shape (dependent)

variable and the independent variable (i.e., a covariate) for n taxa.

A multivariate regression is then performed using Procrustes

ANOVA (sensu Goodall 1991), in which the contrasts scores of

the shape data are treated as the dependent variable and contrast

scores of the covariate are used as the independent variable.

Observed regression statistics (e.g., SS, F, R2) are then calculated,

and a sampling distribution of the F-statistic is generated by ran-

domly shuffling the vectors of PIC scores for the shape data and

recalculating the statistic from Procrustes ANOVA many times

(Klingenberg and Marugán-Lobón 2013; e.g., see Figueirido

et al. 2013; Klingenberg and Marugán-Lobón 2013; Santanta and

Lofgren 2013; Martı́n-Serra et al. 2014). The second approach

(Adams 2014a) is an extension of phylogenetic generalized least

squares (PGLS) estimation of linear model coefficients. Here,

phylogenetic transformations of both the shape data and indepen-

dent variable are performed (sensu Garland and Ives 2000), and

predicted values from a multivariate regression of shape on the

independent variable are obtained. Summary regression statistics

are then calculated from the distances among predicted values.

However, in this case the empirical sampling distribution of the

F-statistic is generated by randomly shuffling the vectors of

shape values, performing again the phylogenetic transformation,

and recalculating F-statistics from the multivariate regression in

every random permutation (Adams 2014a).

Multivariate Generalizations: Similar
Logic, Divergent Outcomes
Both of the procedures described above generalize well-

established components of the phylogenetic comparative toolkit

so that patterns in high-dimensional shape data may be assessed in

light of phylogeny. The first method (hereafter termed as PICrand)

is based on algorithmic estimation of independent contrasts,

whereas the second (D-PGLS) is motivated through the algebra of

generalized least squares. Further, because it is well known that

phylogenetic independent contrasts and PGLS are equivalent in

terms of ANOVA statistics (Garland and Ives 2000; Rohlf 2001;

Blomberg et al. 2012), it is expected that PICrand and D-PGLS

will produce equivalent sampling distributions for those statistics.

Surprisingly however, when implemented on empirical datasets,

the two procedures can lead to strikingly different outcomes with

respect to the biological inferences that they suggest.

As a simple illustration of this, we examined patterns of evo-

lutionary allometry in head shape across 42 species of Plethodon

salamanders. Head shape (Fig. 1A) was obtained for each species

using landmark-based GM (data from Maerz et al. 2006; Adams

et al. 2007; Arif et al. 2007; Myers and Adams 2008; Adams

2010; Deitloff et al. 2013); typical adult body size was obtained

from linear measurements (data from Adams and Church 2008,

2011). Using a time-calibrated multigene phylogeny for the genus

(Wiens et al. 2006: Fig. 1B), we examined the relationship be-

tween head shape and body size in a phylogenetic context us-

ing both PICrand and D-PGLS (Fig. 1C displays an ordination of

shape variation with the phylogeny superimposed). All analyses

were performed in R 3.1.1 (R Core Team 2014) using the package

geomorph (Adams and Otárola-Castillo 2013; Adams et al. 2014a)

and routines written by the authors. For both analyses, α = 0.05

was used as the level of significance for the tests.

As expected, all summary statistics (SS, F, R2) were iden-

tical when estimated with PICrand and D-PGLS (Table 1). How-

ever, differences were found in the inferred significance levels,

with D-PGLS identifying no trend between head shape and body

size, while PICrand suggested a significant statistical relationship

between them (Table 1). Because only the probability values var-

ied, any differences between PICrand and D-PGLS must be in the

manner in which the permutation tests were performed. Upon in-

spection, the discrepancy between the two approaches is obvious.

With D-PGLS, the data are permuted first in every iteration of the

analysis, prior to phylogenetic transformation and computation of

statistics. For PICrand, the PICs are calculated only once, prior to

all iterations in the analysis. All permutations and computation of

statistics are then based on this single transformation. This dif-

ference in the order of operations is clearly important. Indeed, if

one simply permutes the data prior to estimating the independent

contrasts in every iteration of the analysis, the sampling distribu-

tions of ANOVA statistics (and hence P values) are the same for

both PICrand and D-PGLS (Table 1). The conclusion from these

findings is that despite the known mathematical relationship be-

tween independent contrasts and GLSs, the PICrand procedure is

not equivalent to D-PGLS, because for inferential tests, the ex-

changeable units under the null hypothesis (i.e., the vectors that

are randomized) are not the same between the two methods.

Exchangeable Units Under the Null
Hypothesis
For permutation tests, exchangeable units under the null hypoth-

esis are those elements that can be exchanged (i.e., permuted)
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Figure 1. (A) Positions of 11 anatomical landmarks used to quantify head shape in Plethodon salamanders (image from [Adams et al.

2007]). (B) Fossil-calibrated molecular phylogeny displaying the estimated phylogenetic relationships among the species of Plethodon

examined here (from Wiens et al. 2006). (C) Plot of phylomorphospace for head shape, viewed as the first two principal component axes

of tangent space (edges of phylogeny connect ancestral states and extant taxa [sensu Rohlf 2002]).

Table 1. Statistical results for empirical example in Plethodon salamanders, examining the relationship between head shape and body

size (SVL) in a phylogenetic context. Head shape data and the phylogeny are shown in Figure 1.

D-PGLS df SS MS F R2 PYrand

SVL 1 0.0006586 0.0006586 3.0288 0.07039 0.221 NS
Residual 40 0.0086976 0.0086976
Total 41 0.0093562 0.0002174

PIC df SS MS F R2 PPICrand PYrand

SVL 1 0.0006586 0.0006586 3.0288 0.07039 0.026 0.221 NS
Residual 40 0.0086976 0.0086976
Total 41 0.0093562 0.0002174

without altering the expected mean squares for the model under

consideration (see Anderson and ter Braak 2003; Good 2005).

For example, consider the linear model Y = 1B + E1, where Y
is an n × p matrix of shape variables, 1 is an n × 1 vector of

1s, B is a 1 × p vector of mean values for each shape variable,

and E is an n × p matrix of residuals. The mean values are ob-

tained from the general solution, B = (
XtX

)−1
XtY, where in this

case 1 is used in place of X. (X might also include one or more

independent variables.) In this linear model, the residual row vec-

tors of E (from the null model, 1) are the exchangeable units

under the null hypothesis, such that trace (��) = 0, where the

trace is the sum of diagonal elements (variable variances) found

in the covariance matrix, and � indicates the difference in resid-

uals found between null and regression models. In this equation,

the expected mean squares of the regression, ��, is estimated as

��̂ = (1/n) (EX − E1) (EX − E1)t, where the subscripts of each

EVOLUTION MARCH 2015 8 2 5
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E indicate the corresponding model design matrices. Randomiz-

ing the vectors of E1 does not alter the residual sums of squares for

the null model, but produces a distribution of possible outcomes

under the null hypothesis. (For a comprehensive discussion of ex-

changeable units see Anderson and ter Braak 2003; Good 2005.)

Specifically, if one shuffles the rows of E1 to produce a random-

ized matrix, E∗
1, the residual sum of squares is

RSS = trace
(
E1Et

1

) = trace
(

E∗
1

(
E∗

1

)t
)

. (1)

Thus, each permutation produces alternative versions of Y
under the null hypothesis from which sampling distributions of

test statistics may be obtained. Note that for this simple model,

shuffling row vectors in Y will provide an equivalent solution, as

residuals are deviations from the overall mean (Anderson and ter

Braak 2003; Collyer et al. 2015). An implicit assumption with this

procedure is that the residuals obtained from X are independent,

that is, the covariance matrix of the residuals is �X = σ2I, where

I is an n × n identity matrix.

For phylogenetic comparative methods, it is known that

residuals are not independent, and that the expected covariance

matrix is �X = σ2C, where C is an n × n phylogenetic covariance

matrix. Thus, unlike the solution for ordinary least squares (OLS)

coefficients above, GLS coefficients (Garland and Ives 2000;

Rohlf 2001) are solved as

B = (
XtC−1X

)−1
XtC−1Y. (2)

The GLS model can thus be represented as

Y = X
(
XtC−1X

)−1
XtC−1Y + EX. (3)

Garland and Ives (2000) demonstrated that the OLS model

can be transformed in one of the two ways to produce SS

that are the same as those from GLS: via PIC or via calculat-

ing a phylogenetic transformation matrix (the latter of which

is used in D-PGLS for high-dimensional data: Adams 2014a).

Transformation via PIC solves coefficients for the linear model,

YP I C = XP I C B + EP I C , where YPIC and XPIC are matrices con-

taining n − 1 PICs (rather than the n vectors that match the n

taxa). B is solved via OLS computation, and the residuals of this

model are found as EP I C = YP I C − XP I C B.

Alternatively, using the phylogenetic transformation of

D-PGLS, equation (3) can be re-expressed as

PY = P
(
XtX

)−1
XtY + PEX = P

[(
XtX

)−1
XtY + EX

]
, (4)

where P is a phylogenetic transformation matrix found as

P = (UW1/2Ut )−1, and U and W are the eigenvalues and

eigenvectors of C (Garland and Ives 2000; see also Adams

2014a). Both PIC and D-PGLS produce unequivocally identical

results in terms of SS for the observed regression, that is, SS =
trace

(
�EP I C�Et

P I C

) = trace
(
�PE (�PE)t). Furthermore,

Garland and Ives (2000) also demonstrated that the expected

covariance matrix of transformed residuals using D-PGLS

is �X = E
{
PEX (PEX)t} = σ2

XI, meaning the transformed

residuals have the desirable property of independence. It might

seem, therefore, intuitive that by replacing Y with PY, and E
with PE, OLS regression can be performed, and either PY or PE
of a null model can be shuffled in random permutations, as with

OLS. This is the typical approach with PICrand as noted above.

However, neither the vectors of PY nor PE are the correct

exchangeable units under the null hypothesis (as can be seen

in eq. (4)). Because P is a phylogenetic transformation ma-

trix, back-transformation to original values should be possible.

In other words, P−1PE = IE = E. Randomizing PE confounds

the phylogenetic correction and the error such that P−1 (PE)∗ =
P−1P∗E∗ �= IE∗. (Or relatedly: P−1 (PY)∗ = P−1P∗Y∗ �= IY∗.)
This has the undesirable property also that (building on eq. (1)),

P
(
E∗ (E∗)t) �= P∗E∗ (P∗E∗)t, and thus, the original transforma-

tion of data to produce independent error cannot be expected to

produce estimated error covariance matrixes that are �̂X ≈ σ2I
in subsequent random permutations. Importantly, the permuta-

tions of EPIC (or YPIC) suffer from this problem, and as such, the

PICrand procedure may lead to undesirable statistical properties.

Indeed, this is the case. As a simple illustration, we per-

formed a simulation that evaluated the type I error rate of PICrand

and compared it to that of D-PGLS. Here, 100 datasets contain-

ing 32 species each were simulated from a normal distribution

as �N(0,1). For each dataset, the response data contained 10

random variables (representing a 10-dimensional shape), and the

independent variable was represented by a single, continuous ran-

dom variable. No covariation between X and Y was included in

the simulation, and thus the datasets represented the null hypoth-

esis of no relationship between X and Y. Next, we generated

1000 random phylogenies of 32 species each, and obtained the

significance of a phylogenetic regression of Y�X using both the

phylogenies PICrand and D-PGLS. The proportion of times (out

of 1000) that each dataset was inferred to be significant (using

α = 0.05 as the criterion for significance) represented the type I

error of the test.

As can be seen in Figure 2, the type I error rate for the

D-PGLS procedure was at the nominal α = 0.05. This confirmed

previous findings demonstrating that D-PGLS displayed appro-

priate type I error rates under a wide range of conditions (the

method also displays high power; Adams 2014a). By contrast, re-

sults from this simulation revealed that PICrand had unacceptably

high type I error rates of nearly 30% (Fig. 2). This result highlights

that independent contrasts of the response variables are not the

correct exchangeable units under the null hypothesis, and that per-

muting them can lead to incorrect statistical and biological infer-

ences. Others have shown via simulations that for univariate data

and under some restricted conditions, PICrand can also have low
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Figure 2. Simulation results displaying Type I error rates for

PICrand and D-PGLS. Here, 100 datasets of 32 species were ob-

tained from a normal distribution as �N(0,1). For each dataset,

the response data contained 10 random variables (representing

a 10-dimensional shape), and the independent variable was rep-

resented by a single, continuous random variable. One thousand

random phylogenies were then simulated, and the significance of

each dataset was evaluated on each phylogeny. Type I error for

each dataset was the proportion of times (out of 1000) that the

phylogenetic regression was found to be significant (mean and

95% CI shown).

statistical power (Legendre and Desdevises 2009). Together, these

findings demonstrate that randomizing PICs should be avoided

as a method for generating sampling distributions of regression

statistics.

Conclusions
In this note, we explored the relationship between two approaches

that account for the phylogenetic nonindependence of traits in evo-

lutionarily related taxa, and found that while summary statistics

obtained from PICrand and D-PGLS were identical, significance-

testing procedures differ. One method permutes independent

contrasts, whereas the other permutes the original data (which

is the same as permuting residuals of the null model). As a

consequence of this difference, the two methods can obtain di-

vergent statistical inferences that can subsequently lead to dif-

fering biological conclusions. We further show that PICs are not

the correct exchangeable units under the null hypothesis. One

undesirable consequence of this is that tests based on permut-

ing independent contrasts have unacceptably high type I error

rates (Fig. 2), whereas tests based on D-PGLS display type I er-

ror rates equal to α and have high statistical power (see Adams

2014a). From these results, we conclude that the PICrand proce-

dure is not equivalent to D-PGLS, and that permuting PICs for

assessing statistical significance can lead to incorrect biological

inferences.

We were also able to determine that randomizing the original

data rather than PICs, and recalculating PICs in every random

permutation, not only produced the exact same summary statis-

tics as D-PGLS, but also yielded equivalent random outcomes

that produced identical sampling distributions of the F-statistics

(i.e., P values of observed statistics were the same). Therefore,

one possible adjustment to the PIC approach in order for it to

have appropriate type I error rates is to simply not treat the PIC

transformation as a one-time solution, but rather as an iterative

solution (i.e., in each permutation shuffling the original data and

recalculating the PICs). However, there is little appeal to this

procedure as a statistical test, because the PIC algorithm would

need to be repeated for every variable in every random permuta-

tion, thereby increasing computational time. For our Plethodon

example, this resulted in an increase of over three times greater

computation time than using D-PGLS, whether performed for

1000, 5000, or 10,000 random permutations. More importantly,

D-PGLS is easily generalized to more complex models that are

less straightforward to implement by using independent contrasts

(Pennell and Harmon 2013). As a consequence, the comparisons

of groups via ANOVA, or the assessment of several covariates

via multiple regression, can all be accomplished efficiently using

D-PGLS.

Interestingly, the issues we found with randomizing PICs

bear similarity to those discussed with alternative permutation

procedures for partial Mantel tests (Legendre 2000). With partial

Mantel tests, one evaluates the correlation between two distance

matrices, DY and DX, after accounting for information in a third

matrix, DP. One implementation for obtaining the partial Man-

tel correlation is by first regressing both DY and DX against DP

and finding the correlation between the corresponding residu-

als (Smouse et al. 1986). Although this—much like calculating

PICs—allows a computationally easier solution to estimating the

correlation between two distance matrices after accounting for a

third, the inclination to use the residuals as exchangeable units un-

der the null hypothesis yields inflated type I error rates (Legendre

2000; and confirmed in a phylogenetic context by Harmon and

Glor 2010). Instead, a “matrix randomization” of DY followed by

regression between the random DY and DP in every permutation

limits this maleficence—as did randomizing vectors of Y and re-

calculating PICs in this study—although partial Mantel tests are

still prone to inferential errors if distributions of pairwise distances

are skewed (Legendre 2000).
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In essence, the point illustrated by our current demonstra-

tion is that computationally distinct methods may be used to

obtain identical test statistics representing a given hypothesis,

but how one implements the permutation test to assess statistical

significance of these values is equally important and bears care-

ful consideration as well. Randomizing PICs for null hypothesis

tests is inappropriate. However, we feel it is still important to view

PIC as a useful and meaningful descriptive transformation of the

observed data that can be used to reveal the important contrasts

associated with a phylogeny. PIC is nonetheless a transforma-

tion that should be decoupled from hypothesis testing, when such

tests are based on randomizations. For this reason, we advocate

that generating sampling distributions to evaluate statistics for

phylogenetic comparative analyses should be performed using

D-PGLS.
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